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The Midwestern region of the continental United States consists of ten states. These states are located in the (middle) section of the country. They touch (all) of the other United States regions, (as) well as Canada. The Midwestern region (also) includes the Great Lakes. The Great (Lakes) contain almost all of the fresh (water) in the United States. North Dakota, (South) Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas are among (the) Midwestern states. So are Minnesota, Iowa, (Missouri), and Wisconsin. The other states in (this) region are Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, (and) Ohio. The Midwestern states first belonged (to) France. The United States bought these (states) from France in 1803.

Most of the (land) in the Midwest is widespread prairie (land). The land is very good for (farming). In fact, the Midwest is known (as) the breadbasket of the United States. (Most) of the nation's wheat and corn (is) grown in the Midwest. Kansas is (the) top producer of wheat. Valuable minerals (can) be found in the Midwest as (well). Consequently, there are a number of (iron) and steel factories in Midwestern cities (such) as Detroit, Michigan. There are some (famous) landmarks in the Midwest. Chicago, Illinois, (is) the largest city in the Midwestern (region). Chicago is home to the Sears (Tower), the tallest building in North America. (The) Black Hills of South Dakota are (home) to Mt. Rushmore. Carved into the (side) of Mt. Rushmore are the heads (of) four legendary United States presidents. They (include) George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt, (and) Abraham Lincoln.
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The Midwestern region of the continental United States consists of ten states. These states are located in the (middle, blood, confused) section of the country. They touch (cloudy, listen, all) of the other United States regions, (as, underneath, seen) well as Canada. The Midwestern region (fail, dead, also) includes the Great Lakes. The Great (spotless, Lakes, us) contain almost all of the fresh (water, deceive, learn) in the United States. North Dakota, (South, fiction, so) Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas are among (long, book, the) Midwestern states. So are Minnesota, Iowa, (structure, Missouri, dress), and Wisconsin. The other states in (this, thin, alongside) region are Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, (crime, offend, and) Ohio. The Midwestern states first belonged (to, cause, reason) France. The United States bought these (repair, states, silk) from France in 1803.

Most of the (ear, land, hastily) in the Midwest is widespread prairie (umm, by, land). The land is very good for (badly, farming, nut). In fact, the Midwest is known (station, as, cause) the breadbasket of the United States. (Concerned, Connection, Most) of the nation's wheat and corn (someone, is, attempt) grown in the Midwest. Kansas is (clearly, the, cloth) top producer of wheat. Valuable minerals (can, talk, admit) be found in the Midwest as (gold, wet, well). Consequently, there are a number of (poor, iron, keep) and steel factories in Midwestern cities (night, such, tooth) as Detroit, Michigan. There are some (bone, famous, refuse) landmarks in the Midwest. Chicago, Illinois, (is, cheese, frighten) the largest city in the Midwestern (choose, region, expansion). Chicago is home to the Sears (regularly, Tower, art), the tallest building in North America. (The, Government, Regularly) Black Hills of South Dakota are (home, huge, position) to Mt. Rushmore. Carved into the (side, carry, power) of Mt. Rushmore are the heads (smiling, appear, of) four legendary United States presidents. They (basket, include, entertain) George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt, (statement, spotless, and) Abraham Lincoln.